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His Excellency Mr. Vladimir Putin,  

Hon'ble Prime Minister of the Russian Federation,  

Hon'ble Heads of the Governments and Heads of Delegations  

from the Tiger Range Countries (TRC),  

Distinguished Participants and Guests,  

Ladies and Gentlemen,  

 

Assalamu Alikum and Very Good Afternoon to You All.  

 

Allow me, at the outset, to express my sincere thanks to Prime Minister Vladimir Putin for 

inviting me to the International Summit on the "Preservation of Tigers" in the historic city of St. 

Petersburg. Indeed, I am happy to be in the Russian Federation, whose moral support and unique 

assistance during our War of Liberation and in the reconstruction of our war-ravaged country, we 

shall never forget.  

The holding of this Summit reflects our profound concern of the future of one of the most 

majestic and awe-inspiring creature that ever roamed on the face of our planet. It is a tragedy 

that the population of this beautiful animal, over the past century, has been reduced from over 

one hundred thousand to a mere 3,700 worldwide, now. The cause of its depletion, of course, lies 

with indiscriminate industrialization, and unplanned human population growth, which have forced 

human beings to transgress and encroach on the natural wildlife habitat of the tigers, and all 

other such species.  

The need of raw material for expanding industrialization, and ever increasing human 

population have led to indiscriminate felling of trees, and razing of vast tracts of land for 

agricultural food and cash crops. Driven from their natural homes, tigers and other animals keeps 

on encroaching new areas in search of food and sanctuary. Sadly, all that they receive in return is 

death, sometimes through brutal, relentless clubbing.  

Moreover, the growing demand for various body parts of tigers for superstitious cures and 

usage, their heads and skins for decorating homes have led to their end. The modern 

communication and transportation systems have also spurred poaching to a horrifying level. The 

unfortunate result is that the population of tigers is being systematically killed to the point of near 

extinction. So has been the case of many other species of animals.  

It is a natural drive of human beings to strive for material growth, generating prosperity 

and following an ideal lifestyle. In our mindless drive to acquire these, we have been destroying 

the natural laboratory of our planet. Ironically, our own actions are responsible for the destruction 

of all we are striving for, that is, our homes, lifestyle and ultimately human civilizations. Indeed, 



all these could be had even after caring for and preserving our ecological heritage and its divine 

balance of biodiversity and species.  

Saving of tigers and their natural habitats also saves our environment. On top of the food 

chain, these big cats require large areas to support viable populations. They act as an umbrella, 

securing the future of other species, which share their habitat. If these habitats regenerate and 

expand with reclamation of forests and increased carbon absorption capacity, a region's 

biodiversity and climate also improves. Truly, climate, biodiversity and wild life are all 

interconnected.      

Excellencies, Distinguished Guests and Participants,  

Bangladesh, with 440 Royal Bengal Tigers, has one of its largest populations. Their home 

is the Sunderbans, the largest mangrove forest in the world with a unique bioclimatic zone 

covering an area of 6017 square kilometers, in the southwest of Bangladesh. A huge store of 

biodiversity, the Sunderbans also protects the southern coastal Bangladesh from tidal bores and 

cyclones forming in the Bay of Bengal.  

Declared as a Natural World Heritage Site in 1997 by UNESCO, the Sunderbans faces 

severe threats of global warming and sea level rise; climate change and cyclones; saline water 

intrusions and tidal surges. Moreover, encroachment of 1.2 million people and their livelihood off 

the forest have made tiger-human conflicts common. Over and above, the ravaging cyclones like 

Sidr and Aila in recent times have made matters even worse.  

The Royal Bengal Tiger is our national animal. To protect this magnificent creature, our 

government has approved a Bangladesh Tiger Action Plan (2009-2010); enacted "Bangladesh 

Wildlife (Conservation Act) 2010" with 12 years jail sentence for tiger poaching, and life sentence 

for second time offence; approved "Protocol on Conservation of Royal Bengal Tigers of the 

Sunderbans between Bangladesh and India" to improve cross border wildlife crime control, 

capacity building, share scientific research etc; approved World Bank assisted regional project on 

"Strengthening Regional Cooperation for Wildlife Protection" among Bangladesh, Bhutan, Nepal 

and India; created 76 Tiger Response Teams and 2 Tiger Immobilization Teams in villages around 

the Sunderbans to mitigate tiger-human encounters; and held the "Global Tiger Day" on 29 July 

2010, for awareness of the animal's predicament.  

Since the Sunderbans needs to be saved for its colossal storage of biodiversity, besides 

the precious Royal Bengal Tiger, our government is implementing "Sunderban Management 

Support Project (2005-2010); "Development and Rehabilitation of Communication System in 

Sunderbans (2009-2010); "Development and Rehabilitation of Infrastructure in Sunderbans 

(2009-2012); USAID assisted "Integrated Protected Area Co-Management" (IPAC) in 3 protected 

areas in Sunderbans; EU assisted "Sunderban Environment and Livelihood Security (SEALS) 

Project; and Tiger Conservation Landscape (TCL) from the impacts of climate change.  

The international community, including those who are present here can join in our efforts 

to save this natural green wonder, the Sunderbans, by clicking your support for it in the website 

http://www.new7wonders.com/. This click of yours could help the world's largest mangrove forest 

becoming one of the "New Natural Seven Wonders", thereby preserving along with it, the Royal 

Bengal Tigers and millions of other species.  

Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen,  

Today's forum is vitally important for finding ways and means of protecting tigers around 

the world. All the 13 Tiger Range Countries are strongly represented here displaying their 

commitment to preserve this beautiful animal. In support of the noble efforts of these countries, 

the World Bank, the Global Environment Facility (GEF), the Smithsonian Institute, and other 

important organizations have already launched in 2008 "The Global Tiger Initiative" to double the 

world tiger population by 2022.  

http://www.new7wonders.com/


However, much more is needed, particularly for tackling poaching, smuggling, and 

encroaching of the tiger's habitat. This Summit, the first of its kind to save an animal, will no 

doubt succeed in attracting worldwide attention to these problems. Certainly, a unified voice and 

promise of a united action would succeed in saving this rare animal and its habitats from 

extinction. It could also be the beginning of a new era of saving other species and replenishing 

our mother earth with all its natural wonders.  

Let us not forget that human civilizations are a product of a global ecological balance with 

all species coexisting in harmony and providing resources and essentials vital for our own survival 

and progress. Let us not forget that every species, particularly those endangered as the tiger, is 

important for its own defined role in our world ecological system. Indeed, all species, including 

the tiger as well as us, are all linked in a mysterious, miraculous chain. Let us also not forget, 

therefore, that their existence and those of other species provide a natural support to our own 

existence in this planet.    

I thank you all.  

Khoda Hafez.  

Joi Bangla, Joi Bangabandhu  

May Bangladesh Live Forever.  

--- 


